PICTURES

HONEY MAN CRIME SCENE

1. Night time - blood on road
2. Day time - blood on road
3. Roadway with RMP and cones marking blood.
4. Roadway with pole and drag mark
5. Drag mark thru grass
6. Drag mark close-up with ruler
7. Drag mark thru dirt to tree "H-1"
8. Tree H-1 with view of blood in leaves with rocks
9. Close-up of blood behind tree H-1 with 3 rocks
10. View from the H-1 toward H-2 with RMP on path
11. View of rock midway from H-1 to H-2 of RMP
12. View toward tree H-2 in direction where sock and inner sole are found (barely visible in photos)
13. View of sock and inner sole with H-2 and path.
14. 2d view of sock and inner sole
15. 3d view of inner sole and sock
16. View from tree H-2 looking back toward sock and inner sole
17. View on path toward H-2 and RMP
18. View on path toward H-2 and RMP with Detective
19. View on path close to H-2 and RMP with Detective
20. View of tights and one shoe
21. View tights and both shoes
22. View east on path toward clearing leading up to cross drive
23. Aerial shot of clearing with tire tracks (89)
24. Aerial shot of ballfield with reservoir (89)
25. View west of crossdrive (90)
26. Aerial view - crossdrive to Schomburg
27. Aerial view, Schomburg, Meer, Garden, Dump (90)
28. Aerial view of Lasker Pool (90)
29. Aerial view of X drive with 2 RMPS (90)
30. Aerial view of entire reservoir and ballfields (90)
31. Aerial view of 2 pump houses and ballfields
32. Aerial view of 97th Street Transverse
33. Track before 1st pump house (90)
34. Between 1st and 2nd pump house view toward tennis courts (90)

JOHN LOUGHLIN

40. Full front Loughlin head shot
41. Loughlin's left eye
42. Loughlin's right forehead
43. Loughlin's left ear
44. Rear of Loughlin's head
45. Loughlin's right arm
46. Loughlin's back with bruise
47. Loughlin's both legs
48. Loughlin's inner right knee
49. Loughlin's right shin
50. Loughlin's right outer leg above ankle
51. Meili - full body (s)
52. Meili - full face (s)
53. Meili - right side of face (s)
54. Meili - left side of face (s)
55. Meili - face and right shoulder (s)
56. Meili - face and right arm bruise (s)
57. Meili - right arm bent without IV (s)
58. Meili - right arm bent with IV (s)
59. Meili - right arm with right breast (s)
60. Meili - left arm (s)
61. Meili - back (s)
62. Meili - right cheek and right side (s)
63. Meili - left side leg bent at waist (s)
64. Meili - right flank (s)
65. Meili - front view of waist (s)
66. Meili - left thigh and waist (s)
67. Meili - right thigh (s)
68. Meili - catheter (s)
69. Meili - both knees (s)
70. Meili - left knee (s)
71. Meili - right calf and ankle (s)
72. Meili - right ankle and calf (s)
73. Meili - top of both feet (s)
74. Meili - both feet with left ankle (s)
75. Meili - both feet with right ankle (s)
76. Meili - bottom right foot (s)
77. Meili - hands (s)
78. Meili - head with stitches (cs)
79. Meili - head and left breast (cs)
80. Meili - head and both breasts (cs)
81. Meili - left leg, knee to foot (c')
82. Taxi - rear shot with license plate
83. Taxi - left front door
84. Taxi - left side of cab with damage
85. Taxi - left sid of cab - close up of damage

90. Diaz - full face
91. Diaz - left eye
92. Diaz - forehead (left side)
93. Diaz - back
94. Lewis - full body and right arm
95. Lewis - close up of right arm
96. Robert Garner - torso

100. McCray - underpants (color) (with cut out piece shown, piece has pattern side out)
101. McCray - underpants (color) (with cut out piece shown, piece has inside out)
102. McCray - underpants (black & white) (with cut out inside out)
103. Richardson - underpants (color) with cut out piece
104. Richardson - underpants (black & white) with cut out
105. Santana - sweatshirt inside (color)
106. Santana - sweatshirt inside (black & white)
107. Santana - sweatshirt waistband (color)
108. Santana - sweatshirt waistband (color)
109. Santana - sweatshirt waistband (inside out) (black & white)
110. Santana - sweatshirt waistband (inside out) (black & white)
111. Santana - sweatshirt (black & white) (M. Veit first s. stain - from body of shirt)
112. Santana - sweatshirt (color) (M. Veit first s. stain - from body of shirt)
113. sock - color
114. sock - black & white